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BM: 1  Keyword #1: Anarchists  Keyword #2: Propaganda
Author #1: Hua Lin  Keyword bio: Western Hills
Author #2:  Author #3:  Author #4: 

Title: Zhongguo Guomindangshi [History of the Revolutionary Party]
Place of Pub: Shanghai  Publisher: Shangwu Pub.
Vol.:  Number: 
Date of Pub: 1928  Pages: 

Notes: Section on CCP. Includes a section supporting the Western Hills faction excluding the Communists.

BM: 10  Keyword #1: Third Party  Keyword #2: Philosophical
Author #1: Luo Longji  Keyword bio: Political Theory
Author #2:  Author #3:  Author #4: 

Title: Zhengzhi Lunwen [Political Essays]
Place of Pub: Shanghai  Publisher: Xinri Shudian
Vol.:  Number: 
Date of Pub: 1932  Pages: 

Notes: Ten essays on the nature of politics by one of the leaders of the Third party politics, editor of Yishi bao.
Keyword #1: Education
Keyword #2: Educational
Author #1: Zhang Yunquan
Keyword bio: 1930
Title: Guoji yundongshi [The International Movements]
Place of Pub: Shanghai
Publisher: Shenzhou Guoguang
Vol.: 1930
Number:
Date of Pub: 1930
Pages: Library #:
Notes: A nice overview of Socialist and Communist development, statistics, etc.

Keyword #1: Western Hills
Keyword #2: Propaganda
Author #1: Xiao Qing
Keyword bio: 1924
Title: Gongchandang yinmou da baolu
Place of Pub: Guangzhou
Publisher: Guangzhou sanmin julebusung
Vol.: 1824
Number:
Date of Pub: 1824
Pages: Library #: .0425 ch.5291
Notes: Given by Zhang Wuyuan #15 SFI; Against cooperation with Communists who are portrayed as manipulating the GMD; month by month recounting of GMD history; Zhang Ji often mentioned, letters to Sun Yat-Sen;
Notes: Translation of Bolshevik revolution; p.6-7 critique of French revolutionary ideal, only for the French, no liberty for the Vietnamese, just endless tears. have to stand for self.

Notes: Not too conclusive - basically he retreats to the idea of study, but also maintains that one must act. A good example of the difficulty of
deciding to become a revolutionary.

Keyword #1: GMO
Author #1: Fan Qi
Author #2:
Keyword bio: Hu Hanmin
Title: Zhongguo guomin geming zhi shiming [The Revolutionary Mission of the Chinese People]
Place of Pub: Shanghai Publisher: Minzhi shudian
Vol.: Number:
Date of Pub: 1928 Pages: 352p. Library #: .006.ch5352
Notes: Hu Hanmin gave an introduction; Equality, liberty and justice.
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BM : 16  
Keyword #1 : Art & Literary Milieu  
Keyword bio : Lu Xun

Author # 1 :  

Author # 2 :  

Title : Gongxue (Work-Study)

Place of Pub :  
Publisher :  
Vol. :  
Number :  
Date of Pub :  
Pages :  
Library # :  

Notes : Includes a dialogue between Zhou Zuoren and Liang Gong on Gongdong Huzhu tuan;

BM : 17  
Keyword #1 : Education  
Keyword bio : Labor University

Author # 1 :  

Author # 2 :  

Title : Laoda Zhoukan

Place of Pub : Shanghai  
Publisher :  
Vol. :  
Number :  
Date of Pub :  
Pages :  
Library # :  

Notes : Several issues include EGMD people, especially Peng Xiang, who gives an explanation of Emile Vandervelde; (23 Sept. 1929/ 22 March 1930);
Hu Shi's journal; articles on women (#75);

1934 i, 4-10; Also Qinghua Xiaoyou tongxun which has issues between 1935-1937;
Title: Shehui zhi jichu he zhi [Knowledge and Social Foundations]

Place of Pub: Shanghai

Publisher: Xinshengming pub.

Vol.: Number:

Date of Pub: 1929

Pages: Library #:

Notes: Lots of analysis on anti-colonialism

Title: Zhengdang lun zhi jichu zhishi

Place of Pub: Shanghai

Publisher: Xinshengming

Vol.: Number:

Date of Pub: 1930

Pages: Library #:

Notes: Lots of theory and initial coverage
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BM</th>
<th>21</th>
<th>Keyword #1: Education</th>
<th>Keyword #2: Educational</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author #1:</td>
<td>Boully, Jean-Louis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword bio:</td>
<td>Boully, Jean-Louis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author #2:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title:</td>
<td>Catalogue des ouvrages de l'institut Franco-Chinoise de Lyon (1re partie)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place of Pub:</td>
<td>Lyons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publisher:</td>
<td>Bibliotheque Municipale du Lyon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol.:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of Pub:</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pages:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library #:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes:</td>
<td>488 listings; Chinese; lots of useful annotations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BM</th>
<th>22</th>
<th>Keyword #1: GMD</th>
<th>Keyword #2: Propaganda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author #1:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword bio:</td>
<td>Left GMD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author #2:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author #3:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author #4:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title:</td>
<td>Qianjin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place of Pub:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publisher:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol.:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of Pub:</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pages:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library #:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes:</td>
<td>Platform of the Left GMD after the coup.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BM : 23  Keyword #1 : GMD  Keyword #2 : Propaganda
Author # 1:
Keyword bio : Hu Hanmin
Author # 2:

Title : Geming waijiao

Place of Pub:
Vol. :
Number :
Date of Pub : 1930  Pages :
Library #:

Notes : Journal changed from the name Zhongdonglu; Ex. p. 8 success of Kemal in turkey was the nationalistic Party; unequal traties; Cover by Hu Hanmin;

BM : 24  Keyword #1 : GMD  Keyword #2 : Political Organizing
Author # 1:
Keyword bio : Overseas Chinese Bureau
Author # 2:
Author # 3:
Author # 4:

Title : Huaqiao zhi lu [The Overseas Chinese Guidance]

Place of Pub:
Vol. :
Number :
Date of Pub : 1928  Pages :
Library #:

Notes : Put out by the GMD Executive Committee;
BM : 25                Keyword #1 : EGMD                Keyword #2 : Propaganda
Author # 1 :                Keyword bio : Anti-Japanese
Author # 2 :                Author # 3 :
Title : Sanmin daobao [San Ming Dao Bao]
Place of Pub : Paris                Publisher : EGMD
Vol. : Number :
Date of Pub : 1938 Pages : Library #: .0219 .Ch1006
Notes : published by EGMD; "Revue Bi-mensuelle du Triple Demisme"
Anti-Japanese articles but includes broad range of people from Feng
Youxiang to Chong Yuan, Bi Xian; Zhang Yanguan; published at 21
rue Valette in Paris V;

BM : 26                Keyword #1 : GMD                Keyword #2 : Political Organizing
Author # 1 :                Keyword bio : Overseas Chinese Bureau
Author # 2 :                Author # 3 :
Title : Haiwai zhoubao [The overseas Weekly]
Place of Pub : Publisher :
Vol. : Number :
Date of Pub : 1926 Pages : Library #: 
Notes : Reports from various bureaus and Appeals for Northern Expedition;
Beifa houyuanhui.
BM : 27  Keyword #1 : Art & Literary Milieu  Keyword #2 : Arts & Literature  
Author #1 :  
Keyword bio : Zeng Zhongming  
Author #2 :  
Author #3 :  
Author #4 :  
Title : Gongxian  
Place of Pub :  
Publisher :  
Vol. :  
Number :  
Date of Pub :  
Pages :  
Library # :  
Notes : Art, politics, philosophies, feminism; around 1927; includes real luminaries such as Yu Youren, Wang Jingwei, Zeng Zhongming, Wu Zhihui; Long article in 1927 by Wang Jingwei on the break with the Communists;  

BM : 28  Keyword #1 : GMD  Keyword #2 : Propaganda  
Author #1 :  
Keyword bio : Unequal Treaties  
Author #2 :  
Author #3 :  
Author #4 :  
Title : Haiwai Yuekan [Overses Monthly]  
Place of Pub :  
Publisher :  
Vol. :  
Number :  
Date of Pub : 1933  
Pages :  
Library # :  
Notes : Propaganda, covers lots of Southeast Asia; unequal treaties; anticolonialism;
BM: 29  
Keyword #1: SFI  
Keyword #2: Educational

Author #1: Boully, Jean-Louis  
Keyword bio: Boully, Jean-Louis

Author #2: Li, Danielle Chen Sheng  
Author #3:  
Author #4:  

Title: Catalogue des Theses de doctorat des etudiants de l'institut Franco-Chinois

Place of Pub: Lyons  
Publisher: Bibliotheque Municipale de Lyon

Vol.:  
Number:  
Date of Pub: 1987  
Pages:  
Library #:  

Notes: Lists theses completed at the SFI and includes the article by D. Li Chen Sheng with student names and some personal information.

BM: 3  
Keyword #1: GMO  
Keyword #2: Propaganda

Author #1: Li Zonghuang  
Keyword bio: Party Platform

Author #2:  
Author #3:  
Author #4:  

Title: Zhongguo guomindang dangshi [Party History of the Chinese Nationalist Party]

Place of Pub: Shanghai  
Publisher: Jiubi yinfan, pub.

Vol.:  
Number:  
Date of Pub: 1929  
Pages:  
Library #:  

Notes: This book contains lists of elected officials; GMO Plan, principles and objectives in the post-coup era, Nanjing perspective.
Notes: Absolutely beautiful, large format, folio size; Articles on Darwin, Capitals of the World, Feminist Struggle in England, cartoon on Pig Tails; Important news of the World. Has anyone studied this magazine?
BM: 32  Keyword #1: GMD  Keyword #2: Revolutionary organizing

Author #1: Bergere, Marie-Claire  Keyword bio: Sun Yatsen

Author #3:  

Title: "L'effet Sun Yatsen Quant Orient et Occident se tournent les dos"

Place of Pub:  

Publisher: Etudes Chinoises

Vol.: XI  Number: 1

Date of Pub: (Spring 1992)  Pages: 87-107  Library #:  

Notes: West too critical and East too hagiographic and political;
An anarchist revue circa 1937 issues 1 and 2; has some cartoons of gun-toting bunny rabbits.

Very famous people publishing in the journal like Wang Jingwei, Chen Gongpo; donated by Johnson Yuan SFI#26. WJW article on anti-religion, vol. 2 #3;
Author #1:  
Keyword #1: Political Group  
Keyword #2: Anti-Communism  
Keyword bio:  
Author #2:  
Author #3:  
Author #4:  
Title: Changong Banyuekan  
Place of Pub:  
Vol.:  
Number:  
Date of Pub:  
Pages:  
Library #:  
Notes: 1930, 1932; Emphasis on Hunan.

Author #1:  
Keyword #1: Political Group  
Keyword #2: Propaganda  
Keyword bio:  
Author #2:  
Author #3:  
Author #4:  
Title: Guoli Guangda pingxiao xiaokan  
Place of Pub:  
Vol.:  
Number:  
Date of Pub:  
Pages:  
Library #:  
Notes: Donated by Chu Minyi, this journal has articles slanted toward revolution: "Pingminhau, geminghua" Da dao diguo zhuyi," etc.
Title: BeidaGuangdong tongxianghui bankan

Place of Pub: 

Vol.: 

Number: 

Date of Pub: 

Pages: 

Library #: 

Notes: 19293 #1; intellectual articles of the May Fourth nature; Zou Lu's seal on front of issue # 2.

Keyword #1: Education
Keyword #2: Educational
Keyword bio: Zou Lu

Author #1: 
Author #2: 
Author #3: 
Author #4: 

Keyword #1: Political Group
Keyword #2: Propaganda
Keyword bio: Feminism

Author #1: 
Author #2: 
Author #3: 
Author #4: 

Title: Funu zazhi

Place of Pub: 

Vol.: 

Number: 

Date of Pub: 

Pages: 

Library #: 

Notes: Edited by Yang Runyu (SF115, 1921-29); lots of famous people wrote, and lots of issues: Zeng Qi, VIII # 1; issue on divorce;
Title: Geguo shehui sichao [The Social Intellectual Trends of Each Society]

Author 1: Shao Zhenqing

Keyword 1: Anti-Japanese group
Keyword 2: Anti-Japanese Activity

Author 2:

Keyword 1: Shao Zhenqing
Keyword 2: Political Theory

Author 3:

Title: Zhongguo liu FaBiRui tongxuehui huikan

Author 4: Cui Zaiyeng (SFI)

Notes: Pre-Party educational book; An interesting account of socialism, anarchist; photos; Before and after the French Revolution; Marxism, Bolshevism, Anarchism; and Guild Socialism; Signed by anarchist Cui Zaiyeng (SFI)
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BM: 41  
Keyword #1: EGMD  
Keyword #2: Propaganda

Author #1:  
Keyword bio: Zheng Yanfen

Author #2:  
Author #3:  
Author #4:  

Title: Lu Ou Dangsheng yuekan "La Voix du Kuomintang en Europe"

Place of Pub: Paris  
Publisher:  
Vol.:  
Number:  
Date of Pub: 1930  
Pages:  
Library #:  

Notes: Zhongguo guomindang zhuFa zongzhibu "Issues 1 and 2 of this large format journal; left EGMD articles include Zhang Junqi, Zheng Yanfen, Zhou? Zhengou;"

BM: 42  
Keyword #1: Western Hills  
Keyword #2: Propaganda

Author #1:  
Keyword bio: Zhejiang

Author #2:  
Author #3:  
Author #4:  

Title: Zhongguo guomindang zhejiansheng dangbu zhoukan

Place of Pub:  
Publisher:  
Vol.:  
Number:  
Date of Pub: 1927  
Pages:  
Library #:  

Notes: Shao Yuanzhong
BM: 43  Keyword #1: GMD  Keyword #2: Propaganda
Author #1:
Author #2:
Title: Wenjia Yuekan
Place of Pub:
Vol.:
Number:
Date of Pub: 1937
Pages:
Library #:
Notes: Catholic-GMD journal around 1937; issue on Father Lebbe 1:4;

BM: 44  Keyword #1: Art & Literary Milieu  Keyword #2: Educational
Author #1:
Author #2:
Author #3:
Author #4:
Title: Taiping Yang (Pacific Ocean)
Place of Pub:
Vol.:
Number:
Date of Pub:
Pages:
Library #:
Notes: Various issues from 1917-24; Academic: Zeng Zhongming, Hua Lin, Li Dazhao
Title: Nanhua wenyi [Southern China Arts]

Place of Pub: 
Vol.: Number: 
Date of Pub: Pages: 

Notes: Information by Zeng Zhongming

---

Title: Xuesheng zazhi

Place of Pub: 
Vol.: Number: 
Date of Pub: Pages: 

Publisher: Library #: 

Notes: Wang Guangqi, Li Huang; an interesting travel diary by Yu Jiachu; issues range from 1921-23 and 1930-31.
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BM : 47  Keyword #1 : GMO  Keyword #2 : Propaganda
Author # 1 :  Keyword bio : 1929
Author # 2 :  Author # 3 :
Title : Xin guangxi xunkan
Place of Pub :
Vol. :
Number :
Date of Pub :
Pages :
Library # :
Notes : GMO politics - some breadth;

BM : 48  Keyword #1 : GMO  Keyword #2 : Anti-Communism
Author # 1 :  Keyword bio : 1928
Author # 2 :  Author # 3 :
Author # 4 :
Title : Xin Lu [The New Path]
Place of Pub :
Vol. :
Number :
Date of Pub : 1928  Pages :
Library # :
Notes : Both anti-Comm. & anti-Wang Jingwei; pub. in Shanghai in 1928
(Western Hills?)
BM: 5
Keyword #1: CCP
Keyword #2: Political Organizing
Author #1: Xi Man
Keyword bio: Russian Revolution
Author #2:
Author #3:
Author #4:
Title: Eguo gongchandang danggang [The Party Platform of the Russian Communist Party]
Place of Pub: Guangzhou
Publisher: Renmin
Vol.: Number:
Date of Pub: 1922
Pages:
Library #:
Notes: Translation. Lists translators of other books in this series.

BM: 6
Keyword #1: GMD
Keyword #2: Educational
Author #1: Cheng Jianchu
Keyword bio: Five Power Constitution
Author #2:
Author #3:
Author #4:
Title: Wuquan xianfa zhi lilun yu shiji [The Theory and Reality of the Five Power Constitution]
Place of Pub: Hankou
Publisher: Minzhi
Vol.: Number:
Date of Pub: 1929
Pages:
Library #:
Notes: An instruction booklet from the Hankou Training Bureau; some charts included.
BM : 7  
Keyword #1: Education  
Keyword #2: Arts & Literature  
Author #1: Hu Yuzhi  
Author #2: Chin Yingbing  
Author #3: Shen Zemin  
Author #4:  
Title: Jindai Eguo wenxue jialun [A Discussion of Current Russian Literary Authors]  
Place of Pub: Shanghai  
Publisher: Shangwu  
Vol.:  
Number.:  
Date of Pub: 1925  
Pages:  
Library #:  
Notes: Critiques and Analyses by various authors of Soviet literature;  

BM: 8  
Keyword #1: Political Group  
Keyword #2: Propaganda  
Author #1: Sun Zhuozhang  
Author #2:  
Author #3:  
Author #4:  
Title: Xin germing lun [The Theory of New Revolution]  
Place of Pub: Shanghai  
Publisher: Zhongguo zhenzhigaige anfang  
Vol.:  
Number.:  
Date of Pub: 1923  
Pages:  
Library #:  
Notes: Fendou advertisements
Title: Lun wuchanjieji zhuanzheng [A Discussion of the Proletariat Class and Dictatorship]

Place of Pub: Shanghai

Publisher: Geming Zhoubaoshe

Notes: Topics include the Proletariat and the concept of dictatorship; Leninist party really out to grab power. No freedom.